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FACILITIES

IMPROVEMENT
PLAN

HUMPHREYS COUNTY 



FEDERAL GRANT FUNDED PROJECTS1.

Erecting a new CTE building

on HCHS Campus 

Replacing/repairing of all

school HVAC units

HCHS - renovation & expansion

of classroom sizes (necessary

for social distancing) utilizing the

former HCJS wing 

 

3 1 2

The CTE complex serves students at HCHS

but students are transported daily to the

facility by bus each day.

Moving the CTE buildings on the campus

would ease scheduling issues devoting more

time for instruction and less on transitions. It

would increase opportunities for program

alignment and expansion as well as provide

opportunities for more up-to-date CTE

facilities/equipment.

Some of our HVAC systems are very old

and need a complete overhaul. Others

are in need of repairs and preventative

maintenance improvements to ensure

maximum use long term.

Current classrooms in the high school are

extremely small. They do not allow for social

distancing, flexible grouping, collaboration, etc.

We can enlarge classrooms by using existing

space in the former HCJH building. Larger

classroom sizes will enhance student’s learning

experiences and this expansion/renovation is

an approved use of ESSER funds.

PRIORITY PRIORITY PRIORITY
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2. COMBINATION OF FEDERAL & DISTRICT FUNDED PROJECTS

Repairing unworking toilets

and sinks in school and

district office bathrooms to

include the removal and

replacement of all “troughs”

in boys’ restrooms

HCHS - Renovation of

cafeteria and kitchen General lab for elementary & middle

Life science lab (high school)

Physical science lab (high school)

Science labs added to each school

 

 

2 1 3

For safety (handwashing/sanitation)

and social distancing (working

toilets and sinks properly spaced

out) we need bathrooms to be

upgraded and all equipment and

plumbing issues repaired. 

The kitchen/cafeteria is

outdated (roof, equipment,

flooring, tables) and extremely

small. Students are not able to

practice social distancing

during lunch in the current

structure. Students are

currently using the gymnasium

floor in addition to the cafeteria

for lunch due to spacing

issues.

To enhance and improve science

instructional experiences we will

add up-to-date labs in each school.

Currently, we have no formal

science labs in elementary or

middle schools. High school labs

are outdated and/or don’t exist.

Labs will provide students hands-on

experiences with modern equipment

and materials.

PRIORITY PRIORITY PRIORITY
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A technology/media lab will be

added to each school. This

multipurpose lab will serve many

purposes to include providing

students/staff opportunities in

media technology, graphic arts,

journalism, music technology etc.

A goal is to have a student

generated news paper for the

district in addition to student

produced mASD News. This lab

will serve all of these purposes

plus more.

Technology/media

lab at each school
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3.  DISTRICT FUNDED PROJECTS

Repairing or replacing roofs

on identified buildings

Renovation and repairs to

the Performing Arts

Center (PAC) (new sound

and media systems)

 

1

Securing the building envelope (roofing, doors,

windows, walls and insulation) is necessary to

ensure we get the greatest use over time from

our buildings. Outside elements (moisture,

heat, etc.) will ruin internal systems overtime if

unaddressed. Roof repairs are needed

everywhere to stop outside elements from

damaging internal systems.

The Performing Arts Center was damaged by wind

and rain during a recent storm. Insurance funds will

cover some repairs but additional repairs AND

enhancements are needed to bring the building

back to its full potential. With arts restoration taking

place in each school, the PAC will eventually serve

as the hub in HC for all school’s drama/music

performances as well as concerts and other

performance related meetings.

PRIORITY

If we are able to fund the construction of a new CTE

center on the HCHS campus, we will perform some

renovations to make the existing CTE building a multi-

purpose building (i.e. professional learning spaces,

meeting spaces, banquet facility for district and

community use, and additional offices for district

personnel). All current and future district personnel

will be able to be housed in this one complex versus

being scattered throughout the district.

Renovation and combining of

existing central office building

and CTE building to create a

new central office and

professional learning complex. 

2
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3.  DISTRICT FUNDED PROJECTS

Paving of dirt roads around

high school

Athletic Complex Improvements:

Renovation of football

concession stand and bathrooms

on visitor and home sides

9

Rain and drainage issues make for a

messy situation around the high school

with the dirt roads. The paving of these

roads around the high school will beautify

the campus and improve safety.

From a health, safety and sanitation

perspective, enclosed concession stand

areas with working bathrooms on both

sides are needed. 

 

PRIORITY

A track is needed not just for the

track team but to beautify the

football field and to prevent

athletes (cheerleaders) from

having to practice and/or

perform on dirt. It is a safety

hazard in addition to an eye soar. 

Athletic Complex

Improvements: Installation of

track & field drainage issues

4-5
PRIORITY

4-5
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3.  DISTRICT FUNDED PROJECTS

Athletic Complex

Improvements: New field

house and storage facilities

for spring sports

Athletic Complex Improvements:

Renovated bleachers on home

side and new bleachers on visitor

side

6

The current field house is unsanitary

and has severe plumbing, electrical,

heating/air among other issues. Our

student athletes deserve and can

have better.

As part of the overall football complex

beautification plan, we need to explore

constructing new bleachers for the visitor’s side

(safety and aesthetic issue). The home side

bleachers are concrete and sturdy and will only

need to be enhanced with cosmetic renovations. 

 

A renovated/new press box will also be needed.

 

PRIORITY

There are several buildings owned

by the school district that are

dilapidated with exposed roofs.

We need to decide if we want to

tear these buildings down or come

up with a plan for use. Otherwise,

they are a major eye sore and over

time may pose an even greater

health and safety hazard.

Demolition or planning for use

of abandoned and dilapidated

buildings on either side of the

Success Center

7
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3.  DISTRICT FUNDED PROJECTS

Replacing damaged ceiling

tiles in all schools and

offices once HVAC and roof

work has been completed.

Installation of LED lights

and controls

The ceiling tile has already been

purchased but has not yet been

installed. Once roofing and HVAC

projects are completed, ceiling tile will

be replaced in all schools and offices.

Current lightning in schools and buildings

consume major amounts of energy

(increased utility costs). LED lights are

more environmentally friendly and will

significantly reduce energy costs over time.

This will pay for itself within a few years.
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4.  Please add any additional facility related projects you think

should be addressed that are not included in this plan.

PROJECT NAME:

PRIORITY:

RATIONALE:

PROJECT NAME:

PRIORITY:

RATIONALE:

PROJECT NAME:

PRIORITY:

RATIONALE:

PROJECT NAME:

PRIORITY:

RATIONALE:
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PRIORITIZED FACILITIES
IMPROVEMENT PLAN

HUMPHREYS COUNTY 

THANK YOU!


